LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE THE
TECH S.A.S. SOFTWARE

PROLIBU

1. SUBJECT:
To grant a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the PROLIBU TECH
S.A.S. software, authorizing the exercise of the right to legal use and
enjoyment thereof, under the terms and conditions established in this offer.
2. SOFTWARE FEATURES
2.1. Prolibu Tech helps its customers accelerate their business cycle.
2.2. Prolibu Tech allows generating the full traceability of the business cycle,
from the creation of a new business opportunity, followed by the submission
of impactful and robust proposals, until the generation of alerts in the exact
moment that a client is checking it.
2.3 Prolibu Tech creates quotation-generating robots which, after having
their parameter set, allow customers to perform their operational work
24/7.
2.4. Prolibu Tech generates detailed sales reports, allowing the customer to
measure the productivity and effectiveness of their business team.
3. DURATION
The license is valid for 12 months.
The services of setup and initial setting of parameters, as well as technical
support and integration with other platforms, have an additional cost.
The communication channels are:
-

Technical Support:
Cellphone and WhatsApp:
312-3728986 Email:
info@prolibu.com

-

Customer service:
Cellphone and WhatsApp:
320-5667095 Email:
info@prolibu.com

4. COST
The cost and form of payment of each PROLIBU TECH license will be
according to the selected plan, as shown in the following table:

Failure to pay within the indicated times will give the licensor the right to
suspend the licensed services.
The aforementioned cost includes the following items:
1. License per user according to the chosen plan and as detailed in the
following table.

2. The services of initial setup and parameter setting, chatbot, technical
support, integration, unlimited customized development and updates are
not included in the cost per license per user.
After acquiring the software, THE USER(s) agree(s) to take all necessary
training to make good use of the PROLIBU SOFTWARE.
-

An account of 1 to 5 users requires 5 hours of training.
An account of 6 to 10 users requires 10 hours of training.
An account of 10 to 15 users requires 15 hours of training.

Note: Every 5 users require approximately 5 hours of initial training.
5. DEVICE REQUIREMENTS
Prolibu Tech works on the cloud through Amazon Web Services. Therefore, any
device must have internet access. As for the technical information, it requires a
device of at least 2 GB RAM ddr3, with a capacity of 500GB Hard Drive and a
core I3 processor or higher.
6. WARRANTY
The warranty applies for the normal operation of the license. The warranty
includes all necessary support and assistance to allow the correct operation of
Prolibu Tech.
IT DOES NOT INCLUDE:
-

Connection and/or internet issues that the customer may have.
Amazon Web Services issues.
Internal IT issues that prevent the correct operation of Prolibu Tech on
the customer’s devices.

7. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
The PARTIES agree that the information exchanged is given to develop the
activities contracted by the USER. PROLIBU TECH agrees not to divulge the
Confidential Information to third parties without the previous consent of the
USER. The obligation of confidentiality will be in force from the moment the
contract is signed and for two more years after the termination of the contract.

The confidential information delivered by the USER for purposes of
parameter-setting and setup will remain stored in the Amazon Web Services,
which is deleted when the USER decides to terminate the service with Prolibu
Tech.

